Mid-Atlantic Emmy Nominations

OVERALL EXCELLENCE
“WQED Multimedia”
Deborah Acklin, President & CEO

COMMUNITY SERVICE
“Learning at Home”- WQED Multimedia
Darryl Ford Williams, Vice President of Content

“Childhood Lost Project”- WQED Multimedia
Minette Seate, Supervising Producer

“Speaking Grief”- WPSU Penn State
Lindsey Whissel Fenton, Producer, Director, Writer

INTERACTIVE MEDIA
“Speaking Grief”- WPSU Penn State
Lindsey Whissel Fenton, Producer
Cassie Marsh-Caldwell, Project Manager and Strategist
Mindy McMahon, Executive Producer
Cole Cullen, Creative Director
Kristin Bittner, Instructional Designer
Steve Nelson, Web Designer
Chris Divyak, Web Developer
Tom Wilson, Director of Multimedia
Mark Stitzer, Editor
Byron J. Conrad, Editor
Jeffrey A. Hughes, Director Of Broadcast Operations
Isabel Reinert, Executive Director Of WPSU Penn State
EDUCATION/SCHOOLS – NEWS (SINGLE STORY)
“Allentown’s EEACS Is Making Regular House Calls to Students” - WLVT PBS39
Chloe Nouvelle, Multimedia Journalist
Jeffrey Frederick, Photographer

ENVIRONMENT/SCIENCE – NEWS (SINGLE STORY)
“For LVHN’s Street Medicine Team, The Front Line Doesn’t Begin at the ER” - WLVT PBS39
Chloe Nouvelle, Multimedia Journalist

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL – NEWS (SINGLE STORY)
“Marking History: Philly Students Honor 1967 Protest” - WHYY
Shirley Min, Reporter/Producer

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT – SHORT FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY)
“Keep Pittsburgh Dope” - WQED Multimedia
Anne Casper, Producer/Videographer
Aidan McGarvey, Videographer
Ryne DeCaprio, Graphic Designer

“The Making of Anahata” - WHYY
Karen Smyles, Producer
Pete Scaffidi, Editor

“Limitless” - WQED Multimedia
Ash Warren, Producer/Photographer/Editor
Annette Banks, Photographer
Amy Grove, Photographer
**EDUCATION/SCHOOLS – SHORT FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY)**

“PSTV – DJ Explosion Class” - WHYY
Steve Kwasnik, Producer/Director/Editor

**HEALTH/ENVIRONMENT/SCIENCE – SHORT FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY)**

“A Critical Connection” - WQED Multimedia
Beth Dolinar, Producer

“Family Tree” - WQED Multimedia
David Forstate, Producer/Photographer/Editor
Paul Fireman, Producer

“Dr. James Still Historic Site & Education Center” - WHYY
Steve Kwasnik, Producer/Director/Editor

“Movers & Makers: Palizzi Social Club” - WHYY, Inc.
Monica Rogozinski, Producer

**HUMAN INTEREST – SHORT FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY)**

“Speaking Grief: The Jensen Family” - WPSU Penn State
Lindsey Whissel Fenton, Director
Mark Stitzer, Editor

**LIFESTYLE – SHORT FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY)**

“Make Your Own Revolutionary-era Whirligig” - WHYY
Shirley Min, Host/Reporter/Producer
Dan Rosenthal, Photographer
LIFESTYLE – SHORT FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY), continued
“August Wilson Park: ‘You Plan Right...’” - WQED Multimedia
Annette Banks, Producer/Editor

“The Longwell House”- WQED Multimedia
Nathalie Berry, Producer
Paul Ruggieri, Photographer/Editor
Anna Singer, Narrator

SOCIETAL CONCERNS – SHORT FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY)
“VOICES: The Most Livable City for Who?” - WQED Multimedia
Anne Casper, Producer/Videographer
Aidan McGarvey, Videographer
Ryne DeCaprio, Graphic Designer/Videographer

“A Scrap of Hope: Recycled Fabrics Become “Ugly Quilts” For Homeless” - WHYY-TV
Brian Drouin, Producer/editor

“A Clarion Call for Justice”- WHYY
Steve Kwasnik, Producer/Director/Editor

“Movers & Makers: Project Positive”- WHYY,Inc.
Monica Rogozinski, Producer

“Movers & Makers: Proyecto Tamal”- WHYY,Inc.
Monica Rogozinski, Producer
EDUCATION/SCHOOLS – LONG FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY OR PROGRAM)
“The Robot Doctor: Sense, Plan, Act” - WQED Multimedia
Jonathan Butzke, Host/Writer/Producer/Videographer
Amy Grove, Producer/Editor
Ash Warren, Editor
Paula Zetter, Design Manager
Ryne DeCaprio, Graphic Designer
Savio Pereira, Researcher/Writer
Maxim Likhachev, Executive Producer
Rachel Burcin, Executive Producer
David Solomon, Executive Producer

“SOS: Amusement Parks – Grades 5 & 6” - WQED Multimedia
Gina Catanzarite, Producer
Annette Banks, Editor

“Family Night: Coding” - WITF-TV
Keira McGuire, Producer
Mitchell Mathias, Editor
Doug Watson, Video
Cara Williams Fry, Executive Producer

“Branford Marsalis Plays Villa-Lobos” A Performance by The Philadelphia Orchestra” - WHYY
Steve Kwasnik, Producer/Director
Michael Hickey, Editor
Rick Jacobsohn, Audio Producer/Mixer

“Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons + Gil Shaham” A Performance By The Philadelphia Orchestra “- WHYY
Steve Kwasnik, Producer/Director
Michael Hickey, Editor
Rick Jacobsohn, Audio Producer/Mixer
EDUCATION/SCHOOLS – LONG FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY OR PROGRAM), continued
“Autism: Behind the Lens” - WQED Multimedia
David Forstate, Producer/Photographer/Editor

HEALTH/ENVIRONMENT/SCIENCE – LONG FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY OR PROGRAM)
“Starved: Our Food Insecurity Crisis” - WQED Multimedia
Beth Dolinar, Producer
Paul Ruggieri, Editor
David Forstate, Director of Photography

“The Air That We Breathe – Part 2” - WQED Multimedia
Iris Samson, Producer
Ash Warren, Producer/Videographer
Amy Grove, Editor
Damian Catanza, Photographer

“Movers & Makers: Living Well” - WHYY
Monica Rogozinski, Producer
Karen Smyles, Producer
Naomi A. Brito, Producer
Pete Scaffidi, Editor

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL – LONG FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY OR PROGRAM)
“Black Image Makers” - WHYY
Karen Smyles, Producer
Naomi Brito, Producer
Pete Scaffidi, Editor
HISTORICAL/CULTURAL – LONG FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY OR PROGRAM), continued
“An Unlikely Refuge: Surviving the Holocaust in Shanghai” - WQED Multimedia
Iris Samson, Producer
Frank Caloiero, Editor/Photographer
David Forstate, Photographer
Ilana Diamant, Researcher

“Joe Biden 2020” - WHYY-TV
John Mussoni, Executive Producer
Gary Lindstrom, Editor
Gene Ashley, Photographer

HUMAN INTEREST – LONG FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY OR PROGRAM)
“Behind Enemy Lines: A Pilot’s Story of Survival” - WQED Multimedia
Annette Banks, Producer

SOCIETAL CONCERNS – LONG FORM CONTENT (SINGLE STORY OR PROGRAM)
“Childhood Lost: The Adultification Of African American Girls” - WQED Multimedia
Minette Seate, Producer
Amy Grove, Editor
Darryl Ford Williams, Vice President Of Content

DOCUMENTARY (SINGLE PROGRAM)
“Movers & Makers: Philadanco Turns 50! “ - WHYY
Karen Smyles, Producer
Pete Scaffidi, Editor
MAGAZINE PROGRAM (SINGLE PROGRAM)
“Movers & Makers: Made with Love” - WHYY
Naomi Brito, Producer
Monica Rogozinski, Producer
Karen Smyles, Producer
Pete Scaffidi, Editor
Gary Lindstrom, Photographer
Paul Parmelee, Photographer

“VIA Short Takes #103” - WVIA
Kris Hendrickson, Producer/Director/Editor
James A. Donnelly, Producer/Director/Editor
Ben Payavis, Executive Producer

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM (SINGLE PROGRAM)
“VOICES: Pittsburghers On Racism and Resilience” - WQED Multimedia
Anne Casper, Producer/Editor
Aidan McGarvey, Videographer

“WITF American Portrait Special” - WITF-TV
Keira McGuire, Producer
Mitchell Mathias, Editor
Cara Williams Fry, Executive Producer

INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION (SINGLE PROGRAM)
“Dr. Anthony Fauci In Conversation with Terry Gross” - WHYY-TV
Steve Kwasnik, Producer/Director/Editor
Gene Ashley, Photographer
Scott Granacher, Broadcast Engineer

“Neighbors in The Crossfire: Code of The Streets” - WHYY
Christopher Norris, Host/Producer
INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION (SINGLE PROGRAM), continued
“Counter Culture “- WLVT PBS39
Grover Silcox, Host
Jacob Boyer, Director
Yoni Greenbaum, Executive Producer
Jeffrey Frederick, Studio Camera Operator
Eric Werner, Studio Camera Operator
April Maddona, Editor
Jessica Lee, Graphics
Charles Serra, Audio
Zach Wisneskie, Engineer
Jacob Morris, Engineer
Javier Diaz, Director Of Production

BRANDED CONTENT
“Polly’s Story”- WPSU Penn State
James Espy, Producer/Director/Writer
Clint Yoder, Audio Post-Production
Richard Humber, Location Audio
Matt Stephens, Videographer
Mark Stitzer, Videographer/Editor
Mindy McMahon, Executive Producer

EDITOR – CONTENT
Anne Casper, WQED Multimedia
Aidan McGarvey, WQED Multimedia
PHOTOGRAPHER – CONTENT
Paul Parmelee, WHYY

TALENT- PROGRAM HOST/MODERATOR
Joe Wos, WQED Multimedia
Grover Silcox, WLVT PBS39
Shirley Min, WHYY

Writer
Chloe Nouvelle, WLVT PBS39
Megan Frank, WLVT PBS39